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  Dear Friends,

It is with a great deal of pleasure that we present the Alumnae Sparks for 2015. 
We are grateful that you are “Greystone Girls”, a select group of individuals who 
have made camp a part of your life… We hope that your experience at Greystone (no 
matter how long past) continues to enrich your life in meaningful ways. Some of you 
are still connected to camp (by sending your daughters or grand daughters or even 
working as counselors). We take great pleasure in maintaining all these friendships 
and we hope that the Sparks publication helps keep you connected. 

God continues to bless this camp in a remarkable way. Last summer, we were once 
again full (a fact that has been true for decades) and we once again had waiting 
lists for all sessions (a fact that has been true for many years). All sessions 
currently have wait lists for 2015 and it appears that 2016 will be the same. Most 
campers (about 85%) enroll for the next summer, thus the few spots that are 
available for the next summer end up being quickly snatched up by those on the wait 
list. So if you know of anyone interested in attending camp, strongly suggest that 
they don’t delay!

We continue to invest in the facility and upgrade the programs at camp. This year we 
replaced the dining hall porch decking, the canoe dock decking, the cedar shake roof 
on the canoeing hut, the cedar shake roof on the fishing hut, have planted Bermuda 
grass behind the pavilion, have painted the dining hall ceiling, are renovating all 8 
tennis courts (will now be painted in USTA blue with green surround), building river 
rock pathways through cabin area, and fully renovating two staff cabins. We have 
made plans to introduce a new photography class this summer, which will drive a 
renovation of the Fine Arts Center porch and deck areas. We are also upgrading the 
Pavilion drama area with new curtains and lighting as well as renovating our very 
popular Dog Camp facility. Camp looks great; we work hard to keep it that way!

Enjoy catching up with your summer home by reading this years Sparks… and if your 
plans ever bring you close to Tuxedo, let us welcome you back with a hug and a tour; 
please just give our office a call to schedule. It would be a pleasure to see you again.
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WHAT IT MEANS TO BE “TECHNOLOGY-FREE”                                        
AS A CAMPER AT GREYSTONE 

Being a camper in 2015 takes great commitment to this place. When a middle or high 
school student willingly chooses to live separated from technology for weeks at a time, it 
really says something. To give up that connection, that tether to the world of your peers, 
choosing to willingly separate from the hub of their social life (when to many that social 
hub dictates so much), it is obvious - our campers really do love this place. 

On Opening Day of Main Camp, our oldest campers have their cell phones turned 
off, packed up, and ready for their Group Leader when she comes around during that 
first rest hour. They cannot wait to spend time with their best camp friends, giving up 
the pressure at home, and just enjoying camp for what it is. In a world that tells them 
something so different – that you need so many Instagram likes, so many Snapchat 
followers, so many Facebook comments – our campers long for what Greystone provides, 
a message different from what they hear anywhere else. 

Sure, Greystone has changed so much over the years. But truly, camp has stayed the same in so many ways…despite 
the technological changes and pressures placed on our campers. 

Greystone is still a place of simplicity. A place where a seventeen year old can run down the Pageant Court catching 
fireflies after Evening Program. A place where a ten year old can conquer her fears by trying the ropes course for the 
first time. A place where friendships matter and hugs are important. A place where words are sacred, because they 
are the bridge between two people, a bridge that cell phones just cannot cross. 

Coming to Greystone in 2015 is a sacrifice, but a sacrifice that matters, one that is important, and one that allows 
these campers to enjoy just being girls…no hashtag required.

SARAH BROWN
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Following Kelly Carew’s retirement as Greystone’s program director in August 2014 
after twenty exemplary years at camp, there was a buzz of excitement when Ellen-
Anne Harboe Skelton was named as the new Program Director. In this important role, 
Ellen-Anne hires staff and leads program areas. Ellen-Anne grew up at Greystone, 
where her parents, Lell (Barfield) and Peter Harboe, and her sister, Nancy, live year 
round.  In her ten years as a camper, Ellen-Anne was elected captain and lieutenant 
of the Odds and was named the 2004 Best All Around Camper.  During seven years 
on the counselor staff, she headed the ceramics department. 

According to Ellen-Anne, “Community is what camp is all about – it’s a bubble of 
memories, tradition, innovation, learning and relationships. I’ve had the privilege 
over the years to call this place home, both in the summer and year round. It’s where 

55 YEARS OF 

by ELIZABETH ABERNATHY

to

BARFIELD
FAMILY TIES
GREYSTONE

ELLEN-ANNE HARBOE SKELTON BECOMES GREYSTONE’S PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
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I learned to ride my bike, 
play the guitar, build a 
fort with Dad and gain the 
confidence to move across 
the country for college. 
It was here that I threw 
my first pot in ceramics 
and learned what having 
a relationship with Jesus 
and living in community 
was all about. I am beyond 
humbled and excited to 
be a part of the year-round 
Greystone team! Already, 
it has been amazing to see 
how the Lord puts together 
the puzzle we call camp.  
Whether it’s through a 
new activity, scheduling 
or breathing new life into 
a longstanding program 
or tradition – it’s fun to be 
invested in a new capacity 
while witnessing growth 
and change in such a well-
established arena. I am 
thrilled for what the summer 
of 2015 will bring!”

Ellen-Anne’s family ties 
to Greystone span four 
generations, beginning with 
her grandparents, Ann and 
H. M. Barfield. Following her 
daughter Kay’s summer as 

a 1960 camper, Ann Barfield 
came to Greystone in 1961 
from Hahira, Georgia to 
begin a 6-year tenure as a 
tentalow 1 counselor.  Ann’s 
daughters, Kay and Lell, were 
campers during the 1960s. 
As a camper, Lell’s claim 
to fame came from being 
the youngest camper in 
the camp’s history to give a 
closing banquet toast:  in

continued on next page
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1963 at the age of 10, she toasted “Uncle Roy” 
Brown, Dr. Sevier’s first cousin who was a favorite 
of the youngest campers. Lell also served on the 
counselor staff for a few years in the 1970s.

In the 1980s, three generations of the Barfields 
were at Greystone.  For eight years, Ann worked 
in the hostess cabin while her husband, H. M., 
drove the bus to the swimming docks on  Lake 
Summit.  Lell worked on the staff, and Lell’s 
daughter, Nancy, and Kay’s daughter, Lydia, were 
campers.  

In the early 1990s, Lell and Peter Harboe moved 
to Greystone, where Lell worked with Starr Teel 
in the camp’s kitchen to significantly improve 
the quality of meals. She then transitioned to 

becoming Director of Services and managing 
the camp’s store.  More members of the third 
generation came to Greystone:  as campers, 
Lell’s daughter, Ellen-Anne along with Kay’s twin 
daughters, Martha and Catherine; and in the 
kitchen, Josh Barfield.  

In the 2000s, Ellen-Anne, Martha, and Catherine 
continued as campers then worked on the staff, 
along with Ellen-Anne’s soon to be husband, 
James Skelton. Lell’s daughter, Nancy, began 
her full-time job of working in Greystone’s office 
with responsibility for mail, and Lell’s sister-in-law, 
Elizabeth Barfield, served as a nurse in the Health 
Hut. The 2004 Green and Gold was dedicated 
to Lell as “a truly unselfish person…who chooses 
to serve in places where recognition is seldom 
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given...with absolute 
competence and absolute 
dependability.”

In the 2010’s, the first 
member of the Barfields’ 
fourth generation arrived 
at Greystone when Lell’s 
great-niece, Kinley, became 
a Junior Camp camper. 
Elizabeth Barfield has 
continued working in the 
Health Hut, and Elizabeth’s 
daughter-in-law, Heather, 
hasworked at Junior Camp. 
Lell continues as Director 
of Services, and Peter 
has recently retired from 
the U. S. Postal Service. 
In reflecting on what 
Greystone has meant to 
her family, Ann Barfield 
recently said, “Over the 
past six decades our family 
has been so blessed by the 
Greystone community.  We 
have met some of the most 
faithful friends, and what 
was once just a summer 

camping experience 
became something we now 
all call home. My husband, 
H. M., found so much 
peace in the mountains and 
loved being a part of the 
camp family. Greystone is 
truly a special place, one 
where the Lord has surely 
always been present.  I am 
so thankful that He tied us 
in so tightly beginning in 
1960.”

Lell adds, “Greystone can 
be summed up in one word 
for me:  relationship. Not 
only has the Lord met me 
here year after year, but He 
has created a community 
of wonderful friends and 
family for my husband and 
children.  To say that I am 
thankful doesn’t even begin 
to express what the Lord 
has provided in abundance 
through Greystone – to 
God be the glory.” 
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LIFE LESSONS 
JIMDADDYfrom

by Jimboy

Five years ago JimDaddy started the best part of his life (heaven is for real you know!). He loved 
Jesus and I know that it was with a sense of boundless joy that “Curly” entered the presence of the 
Almighty. JimDaddy lived his life for the Glory of God and touched countless people by his example. 
For this reason we celebrate his life, a life that continues even though he is no longer able to make us 
smile with those ebullient greetings and corny jokes. 

There are many life lessons that Daddy shared with us, most of them very simple and therefore 
easy to put into practice in everyday life. It is always worthwhile to absorb the simple lessons of 
living life with a Great Day Attitude.

START EACH DAY WITH A SMILE. 

Daddy was always the first one up in our family, 
often rising hours before the rest of the house. 
He was, therefore, always the one to wake up the 
rest of us, and he never did so without trying to 
make us smile. It seldom worked (nobody finds a 
joker amusing at that time of day), but he would 
not give up. He would continue the efforts as we 
stumbled down the stairs to grab a bite to eat 
before heading out the door to go to school, and 
eventually he would find some chink in our armor. 
We would ruefully grin, acknowledging the skill 
of the master and enjoying our day more for the 
moment. JimDaddy would encourage you to 
begin each day with a glad heart and to share that 
joy with others.
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BE GRATEFUL NO MATTER WHAT THE CIRCUMSTANCES.

Daddy had a sense of perspective arising from his life and his faith. 
He came from a humble background yet that circumstance did 
not hold him back. No matter what happened there was always 
something good in it for him. He would look for that thing and be 
grateful for that thing. His faith in God provided the foundation 
for this attitude and he practiced it in real life. JimDaddy would 
encourage you to always look for the good no matter how bad it 
may seem; good is always there to be gratefully acknowledged.

TAKE TIME TO “SMELL THE ROSES”. 

Daddy loved the “golden hour”… not Rest Hour but that time of 
day when the sun is about to go down and the world is transformed 
with beautiful golden light. He would prepare for the moment with 
glee, often with a favorite drink by the fire, and as the show began 
he would stop everything to watch. His rapture was infectious and 
we would all join him to celebrate the moment. JimDaddy would 
encourage you to find such moments that delight your senses and 
celebrate those moments every day.

BE A FRIEND. 

Daddy was a good friend… to his children, to his camp friends, his 
church friends, and even to his childhood friends. He would drop 
everything to help a friend in need. He would send short notes or 
call just to say hi. JimDaddy would encourage you to be a good 
friend. Reach out and stay in touch with those you love.
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In 2014, the Miller family awarded 25 wonderful campers a scholarship to attend 
camp. Of those girls, eighteen are family of our alumnae! Scholarship amounts vary 
based on financial need, but the total value equaled $67,000! Additional scholarship 
credit was also given to parents working at camp during the summer.

One of the ways scholarships are funded is through the generosity of our alumnae 
and friends donating to The Great Day Fund! The best way for us to continue to 
support those scholarships and many of our Alumnae’s campers is by continuing to 
build on our endowment through The Great Day Fund.

We are grateful to all our 2014 donors! Thank you for helping so many Greystone 
girls’ dreams come true! 

GREYSTONE
GIVING
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To find information about donating to the
Great Day Fund, please visit 

WWW.CAMPGREYSTONE.COM/
ALUMNAE/GREAT-DAY-FUND 

Thank you for supporting our campers in need!
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DING HOW

PINES SO BOLD

HAPPY AM I

BLESS THIS CAMP

Daniel and Adair Sturdivant Bard

Fran Crook

Gervais and Laura Green 
Hollowell

Dale Leftwich Lane

Mackenzie Morris

Laura Meherg Teel

Triangle Community Foundation 
(Rand/Hager Family)

Jeanne Ashmore

Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Betz

Angela Bredeman

Camp Katie

Kelly Carew

Dean and Catherine McLaughlin 
Castaldo

John and Katie Davidson Chastain

Brian and Jennifer Holmes Cilker

Ann Denson

Mary Allen Edgerton

Emily Edmondson

Peter Elbaum

Joanie Johnson Erbskorn

Jane Finney

Caroline Giraud

Anne Elizabeth Goodgame

Mary L. Green

Keith and Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Hope

Emily “Smith” Houts

Mark and Liz Jones

Mabel’s Labels

John and Duggan Childers 
Lansing

Fred and Laura Sisk Luquire 

Catherine Miller

Worth Morrisette

Name Bubbles

Charlie and Heidi Strub Nelson

Frank and Katherine Mahon 
Robinson

Mary Ellen Stebbins

Jim and Eleanor Griffin Stoker

Matt and Alyson Lee Stone

Katherine “Hannie” Hanemann 
Wade

Jerry and Kristy Kessler Walters 

Elizabeth Warrington

Caroline Wheeler

David and Beth Vining

The Ashmore Foundation

Andy and Elizabeth Green 
Ausband 

Mary Katherine Bradley

Camp Greystone

Jean Hooper Crook

Jimmy and Ashley Brinson Cusack 

Theo and Kim Lafferty Etzel

The Greystone Store

Julie Mallet Photography

Katherine Urevig
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THANK YOU TO
OUR DONORS!

SMILE SMILE

Caroline Albert

Mary Wade Ballou

Cammy Bethea

Megan Bland

Meredith Botes

Sarah Bowron

Jean Broadhurst

Bennett Browne

Jen Bryson

Caroline Bullock

Lauren Burton

Ian Butts

Blaine and Annemieke Childers 

Sheldon Clark

Laney Coker

Emily Colvin

Abby Cote

Jeff and Smitty Clay

Carson Creasy

Alison Creighton

Kate Cunningham

Abbey Dale

Bob and Jana Daley

M/M Daniel B. Douglass

Katie Ferguson

Riggs and Becky Goodman

Porter Grant

Amy Green

Lindsey Hardegree

Annika Hillerbrand

Meredith Hull

Jack Oliver

Courtney Koenig

Emily Lange

Shelby Martin

Chandler Massey

Anne Matthews

J.F. Miller

Kendall Moore

Betty Mosley

Cody Nall

Sarah Nathanson

Wesley Newson

Martha Nixon

Ashley O’Cain

Hannah Pate

Elizabeth Patton

Caroline Penland

Blythe Reynolds

Mary Hamilton Reynolds

Leah Rhodes

John and Mary Drew Rogers 

 Keelin Rooney

Lilli Serral

Caroline Shaub

Emily Shirer

Ladson Simmons

Claudia Styslinger

Ansley Thomas

Teddi Thomas

Kate Thomson

Lydia Turbeville

London Vaughn

Rachel Vining

Whittaker Warrington

Katie Wegener

Adam White

Winslow Whitehurst

Maggie Wilkinson

Elizabeth Wood

Marguerite Zabriskie

Austen Zoutwelle
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2014
ALUMNAE
REUNION

We had a blast at the reunion this year. We laughed, sang songs, 
shared great memories and packed as much “camp” as we could in 
one weekend. In addition to all the fun, our weekend has a purpose 
and together we donated over $12,000 to The Great Day Fund. 
That’s our biggest alumnae reunion contribution to date!

Highlights from the weekend included the Great Day 5k, Party Barge 
pontoon rides to Greylodge, taking out the newly refurbished War 
Canoe, ring tennis, riflery and just being together.  The favorite time 
of the reunion was when we went to Libby’s home for a reception. 
Libby shared great stories; things we had never heard before. It was 
a precious and treasured time for all who were there.

Please join us next year! Call your camp friends and get a group 
together. All of our cabins have renovated showers (with endless hot 
water) and nice wooden beds (no more metal bunks). You will love 
getting to be a “camper” again!  

Email laura@campgreystone.com and we will make sure you get all 
the information about the 2015 reunion.

SAVE THE 
DATE!

2015 Alumnae 
Reunion

October 2-4

by LAURA 
HOLLOWELL
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Five years ago the Miller family put most of the 
camp property into a Conservation Trust. This 
was a big decision for the business (for it put 
significant restrictions on the property), but it 
was an easy decision for the good of the camp. 

Some of the things that most define Greystone 
are tied to the property: the majestic trees, 
the manicured lawns, the surrounding forest...
rustic and refined. This effect is directly tied 
to the areas of camp that have not been 
developed; however, with every generation, 
the temptation to build houses or even sell 
property would increase. To protect the camp, 
they felt the best path was to put the property 
into a Land Conservation Trust.

Greystone continues to make renovations and 
improvements to the main camp property 
without restrictions, but there will never be 
significant building in the “natural” parts of 
the property. Future generations will enjoy the 
same quiet walk through the forest and along 

GREYSTONE’S LAND CONSERVATION TRUST

the shores of the lake that you enjoyed when you were a camper. 

The campers of today will enjoy visiting Greystone 50 years from now and touch the 
same trees that their grandparents touched. It is a wonderful gift and the Millers felt the 
best for unselfishly sharing it with us all.
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OTHER WAYS WE TEACH OUR CAMPERS ABOUT BEING GOOD STEWARDS 
OF GOD’S GIFTS, ESPECIALLY THE GIFT OF GREYSTONE:

FARM & GARDEN CLASS: This summer, campers enjoyed our brand new 
Farm & Garden class. Located near Jimboy and Margaret’s house, girls 
learned how to cultivate soil, take proper care of plants, and how to cook with 
these grown fruits and vegetables. 

NO WASTE: This year Greystone became a No Waste camp.  Investing in new 
trash cans for every location in camp, Greystone decided to reduce its landfill 
output to less than 50 lbs. a day (previously 1000 lbs. a day.)

COMPOSTABLE PAPER PRODUCTS: Combining with the No Waste initiative, 
all of the paper products in camp changed to compostable options. 
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After 26 years at camp, Emily Smith Houts has seen 
it all. She has watched Greystone change over the 
years, starting with her camper days in the 60’s, 
and now to her Assistant Director duties at Junior 
camp today. Enjoy Smith’s funny recollections of 
camp days long ago.

We all loved the swinging bridge! We would 
run across it to the island, and splash like crazy. 
We didn’t stay on the island for long, just mostly 
played on the bridge, and splashed each other.

In the 60’s, we would take trips, and you could 
choose to go to town all day; the rodeo all day; or 
half-day town, half-day rodeo. Most on my friends 
chose full day trip to town. We went to McFarland’s 
Bakery (which is still in downtown Hendersonville) 
and ate doughnuts. Whee!

Inspection was serious business!!  The older girls 
would go to the tentalows to help the girls clean up. An actual ribbon was hung outside your unit, so 
everyone knew if you had a green or gold ribbon. 

Camp was one session, and it was 7 weeks. When I heard Greystone was considering a 3 week session, I 
thought that was hilarious! Who would ever want to come for only 3 weeks?

For our summer teams, the Odds were always the Green Clovers, and Evens were always the Yellow 
Daisies, every year.  We loved it!  But now, it is fun to see the campers vote on the mascots at team fires.

Bugles used to be played on records, and the one for the Council Fire would skip!  The iPod bugles 
today sure make things easy.

Campers could arrive by car, but there were also two trains: the New York train, and the Florida train. I 
traveled on the NY train, which stopped at Union Station, in DC, at midnight.  Counselors were on the 
train to greet us, and we had a blast singing songs for most of the night!

Remembering 
the Good ‘Ole 
Days
Emily Smith Houts
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THEN
AND NOW
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Each Opening Day at camp has turned into a mini-Alumnae Reunion.  
During our Parent Reception on the Dining Hall porch, Alumnae gather to 
see old friends, make camp connections, and collect some fun Alumnae 
goodies from Greystone.  If you are dropping someone off at Greystone 
this summer, make sure to stop by our Alumnae table on Opening Day!

OPENING
DAY

ALMUNAE
RECEPTION
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1944 1969
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1994 2019

Each year brings new 
joy and we cannot wait 

to celebrate our

100th 
ANNIVERSARY

with you in

2019
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WHAT’S 
GOING ON

JOIN US AT GREYSTONE!

Interested in returning to your Greystone home? 
Many Greystone Alumnae spend a week-long 
adventure at camp, serving on our Junior 
Camp Staff. Contact Katie Miller Grant for more 
information: katie@campgreystone.com. 

Want to join us for our next Alumnae reunion? 
Contact laura@campgreystone.com to be added to 
the mailing list. The dates for the 2015 reunion are 
October 2-4.

SEE GREYSTONE IN ACTION!

We have so many fun new videos of the 
Greystone girls in action.  Check out the 
homepage of our website and our blog to view 
our new videos.
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FOLLOW ALONG WITH US:

Check out our blog (and subscribe!): http://www.campgreystone.com/news/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/campgreystone

Instagram: http://instagram.com/campgreystone

Twitter: https://twitter.com/CampGreystone

Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/campgreystone/

GREYSTONE GENERATIONS ON THE WEB

Our Greystone Generations, the list of 
Greystone alumnae connections to current 
Greystone girls, can now be found on our 
website. Check in to see which of your 
Greystone friends have family at camp 
today.

NEEDING A LITTLE ENCOURAGEMENT?

Want to remember the days of Morning Assembly 
and get a little encouragement along the way?  We 
record and post all of our Morning Assembly talks 

and church services to our website (http://www.
campgreystone.com/news/morning-assembly). Relive 

your Greystone glory days, pretending like you are 
seated in the Pavilion pit once more!
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